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Printed on TWO SIDES Name _____________________________________  
 
 Exhibitor Number ________________________________________  

 
2013 NH State 4-H Horse Show Quiz  

 
Please circle the best answer to each question. 2points each 

1. Proper fitting and training for showing and competition includes which of the following? 
(NHHPM 66)  

a. Proper nutrition 

b. Dental, hoof and veterinary care  

c. Regular training 

d. All of the above 

2. Which plant listed below is poisonous to horses? (NHHPM 45-46)  

a. buttercup 

b. clover 

c. birdsfoot trefoil 

d. timothy 

3. The body condition score helps determine what? (NHHPM 35-36)  

a. The conformation of the horse 

b. If the horse is a good weight 

c. The height of the horse 

d. Unsoundnesses of the legs 

4. A 1000 pound idle mature horse that is not worked and is eating good pasture or  hay requires 
how much grain per day? (NHHPM 34)  

a. no grain 

b. 10 pounds 

c. 15 pounds 

d. 20 pounds 

5. The minimum proper dimensions for a box stall door are ___________? (NHHPM 47)  

a. 3 feet wide X 8 feet high 

b. 4 feet wide X 7 feet high 

c. 4 feet wide X 8 feet high 

d. 5 feet wide X 10 feet high 
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6. Which is considered a draft horse breed? (NHHPM 8)  

a. Suffolk 

b. Welsh Cob 

c. Missouri Fox Trotter 

d. All of the above 

7. Which species of worm is primarily a problem with young horses? (NHHPM 57)  

a. Strongyle 

b. Bot 

c. Ascarid 

d. Tapeworm 

8. The Coggin’s Test is a test for what disease? (NHHPM 53)  

a. Colic  

b. Equine Infectious Anemia 

c. Potomac Horse Fever 

d. Rhinopneumonitis 

9. If you smell ammonia in your horse’s stall: (NHHPM p 49)  

a. Your horse has colic 

b. Your stall is dirty or not well ventilated 

c. Your horse has worms 

d. You are feeding too much hay 

10. Which of the following is NORMAL? (NHHPM p 50 – 51)  

a. Temperature of 104 in an adult horse at rest 

b. Respiratory rate of 6 breaths per minute in a healthy horse right after galloping 

c. Capillary refill time of 4 seconds in a 4 month old foal. 

d. Heart rate of 35 in an adult horse at rest 
True or False - Write a T (true) or F (false) on the line before the question. (2 points each) 

11. _____ Mares have 4 canine teeth  (NHHPM 18) 

12. _____ The canter is a fast, flashy four-beat gait (NHHPM 90) 

13. _____ A hinny is a cross between a stallion and a jenny (NHHPM 117) 

14. _____  Capped elbow is the same as shoe boil (NHHPM 25) 

15. _____ A snaffle bit is a leverage bit( NHHPM 79)  
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Label the Western Saddle Parts – write the letter of your answer in the space provided. 
(you will have extra words) 
 
A:  skirts  J:  seat      
B:  tread cover K:  cinch 
C:  stirrup leather keeper L:  long latigo 
D:  horn  M:  rear housing 
E:  cantle  N:  rear cinch billet 
F:  gullet  O:  fork 
G:  pommel  P: fender 
H: offside latigo Q: dee ring 
I:  saddle strings R: stirrup 
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 Matching - Place the letter in the blank that describes the word best.   You will have extra words(2 points 
each) 
 

_______  41. Knees bent backward a. buck kneed 

_______  42. A horse shoer b. left side of a horse 

_______  43. Four-beat gait c. incisors 

_______  44. Dandy brush d. calf kneed 

_______  45. Off side e. trot 

_______  46. 2 beat, diagonal gait f. farrier 

_______  47. Body brush g. deep dirt brush 

_______  48. Knees bent forward h. canter 

_______  49. Young male horse (under 4 years) i. finishing brush 

_______  50. Near side j. right side of a horse 

    k. colt 

    l. walk 
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2013 NH State 4-H Horse Show Quiz Tie Breaker 
 

This tie breaker will be scored only if needed to break ties.   

1. Starting with the left hind, give the order of footfalls of the walk. 

Left hind, _______________, _______________, _______________ 

2. What two minerals are needed for the formation of bones and teeth? _______________& 

_______________. 

3. ________________ is a double dilution of bay. 

4. _______________ is a double dilution of chestnut. 

5. The  ____________________________ breed originated in the US as a cross between Arabian and 

Saddlebred horses.  

6. A bony growth on the inside lower part of the hock is called a _____________________ 

7. Decaying and dead tissue (such as infected wounds) attracts ____________ flies. 

8. The two bits in a double  bridle are _____________ & ______________.  

9. A male donkey is called a ______________. 

10. A horse cantering or loping on the right lead in front and left lead behind is said to be 

__________________. 
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2013 NH State 4-H Horse Show Quiz Key 

 
Please circle the letter of the best answer to each question.  2 points each 

1. Proper fitting and training for showing and competition includes which of the following? 
(NHHPM 66)  

a. Proper nutrition 

b. Dental, hoof and veterinary care  

c. Regular training 

d. All of the above 

2. Which plant listed below is poisonous to horses? (NHHPM 45-46)  

a. buttercup 

b. clover 

c. birdsfoot trefoil 

d. timothy 

3. The body condition score helps determine what? (NHHPM 35-36)  

a. The conformation of the horse 

b. If the horse is a good weight 

c. The height of the horse 

d. Unsoundnesses of the legs 

4. A 1000 pound idle mature horse that is not worked and is eating good pasture or  hay requires 
how much grain per day? (NHHPM 34)  

a. no grain 

b. 10 pounds 

c. 15 pounds 

d. 20 pounds 

5. The minimum proper dimensions for a box stall door are ___________? (NHHPM 47)  

a. 3 feet wide X 8 feet high 

b. 4 feet wide X 7 feet high 

c. 4 feet wide X 8 feet high 

d. 5 feet wide X 10 feet high 
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6. Which is considered a draft horse breed? (NHHPM 8)  

a. Suffolk 

b. Welsh Cob 

c. Missouri Fox Trotter 

d. All of the above 

7. Which species of worm is primarily a problem with young horses? (NHHPM 57)  

a. Strongyle 

b. Bot 

c. Ascarid 

d. Tapeworm 

8. The Coggin’s Test is a test for what disease? (NHHPM 53)  

a. Colic  

b. Equine Infectious Anemia 

c. Potomac Horse Fever 

d. Rhinopneumonitis 

9. If you smell ammonia in your horse’s stall: (NHHPM p 49)  

a. Your horse has colic 

b. Your stall is dirty or not well ventilated 

c. Your horse has worms 

d. You are feeding too much hay 

10. Which of the following is NORMAL? (NHHPM p 50 – 51)  

a. Temperature of 104 in an adult horse at rest 

b. Respiratory rate of 6 breaths per minute in a healthy horse right after galloping 

c. Capillary refill time of 4 seconds in a 4 month old foal. 

d. Heart rate of 35 in an adult horse at rest 
True or False - Write a T (true) or F (false) on the line before the question. (2 points each) 
 
11. __F__  Mares have 4 canine teeth  (NHHPM 18)  
 
12. __ F __  The canter is a fast, flashy four-beat gait (NHHPM 90)  
 
13. ___T_ A hinny is a cross between a stallion and a jenny (NHHPM 117)  
 
14. __ T __ _____  Capped elbow is the same as shoe boil (NHHPM 25) 

15. ___ F_  A snaffle bit is a leverage bit( NHHPM 79)   
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Label the Western Saddle Parts – write the letter of your answer in the space provided. 
(you will have extra words) (NHHPM 78) 
 
A:  skirts  J:  seat      
B:  tread cover K:  cinch 
C:  stirrup leather keeper L:  long latigo 
D:  horn  M:  rear housing 
E:  cantle  N:  rear cinch billet 
F:  gullet  O:  fork 
G:  pommel  P: fender 
H: offside latigo Q: dee ring 
I:  saddle strings R: stirrup 
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Matching - Place the letter in the blank that describes the word best.   You will have extra words(2 points 
each) (NHHPM 64-65, 90, 115-120) 
 

D _____  41. Knees bent backward A. buck kneed 

F _____  42. A horse shoer B. left side of a horse 

L _____  43. Four-beat gait C. incisors 

G _____  44. Dandy brush D. calf kneed 

J ______  45. Off side E. trot 

E _____  46. 2 beat, diagonal gait F. farrier 

I ______  47. Body brush G. deep dirt brush 

A _____  48. Knees bent forward H. canter 

K _____  49. Young male horse (under 4 years) I. finishing brush 

B _____  50. Near side J. right side of a horse 

    K. colt 

    L. walk 
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2013 NH State 4-H Horse Show Quiz Tie Breaker 
 

This tie breaker will be scored only if needed to break ties.   
 

1. Starting with the left hind, give the order of footfalls of the walk.  Left 

hind, left front/fore, right hind, right front/fore (NHHPM 89) 

2. What two minerals are needed for the formation of bones and teeth? 

__CALCIUM__& __PHOSPHORUS__ (NHHPM 30) 

3. _PERLINO__ is a double dilution of bay. (NHHPM 14) 

4. __CREMELLO_ is a double dilution of chestnut.(NHHPM 14) 

5. The  _NATIONAL SHOW HORSE breed originated in the US as a 

cross between Arabian and Saddlebred horses. (NHHPM 12) 

6. A bony growth on the inside lower part of the hock is called  BONE (or 

JACK) SPAVIN__ (NHHPM 25) 

7. Decaying and dead tissue (such as infected wounds) attracts 

___BLOW__ flies. (NHHPM 61) 

8. The two bits in a double  bridle are _CURB (WEYMOUTH)_ & 

_BRIDOON (SNAFFLE)_. (NHHPM 80) 

9. A male donkey is called a _____JACK___. (NHHPM 117) 

10. A horse cantering or loping on the right lead in front and left lead 
behind is said to be CROSS FIRING, CROSS CANTERING OR DISUNITED 
CROSS LOPING 
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